
THE BOOTS 

 There is a boy. The boy’s name is Luis. Luis is sixteen years old. Luis is tall, dark, and 
handsome. Luis lives in Wyoming. Luis lives on a ranch in Wyoming. Luis is a rancher. Luis 
likes living and working on the ranch. He likes working with the animals on the ranch. 
But there is a problem. The animals on the ranch produce a lot of manure, or poop. So 
Luis wears boots. He always wears boots. He likes boots. 
 Luis has a special friend. His special friend is named Sally. Sally is pretty with long red 
hair. She isn’t tall or short, she is average. Luis likes to spend time with Sally. He thinks 
Sally is perfect, with one exception. Sally doesn’t have boots. Sally always wears 
sandals or cute shoes. She doesn’t want animal manure on her cute shoes, so Sally 
doesn’t visit the ranch. 
 Luis likes Sally a lot and he wants to spend more time with her on the ranch. So Luis 
decides to buy boots for Sally in the city. Luis has an old blue truck. Luis goes to the city 
in his truck. He goes to the shoe store in the city. The shoe store sells shoes, sandals, and 
boots. 
 Luis enters the shoe store. In the shoe store there is a man. The man is short, fat, and 
very nice. The man works in the shoe store. 
 “Hello. How may I help you?” the man says. 
 “I am looking for boots,” Luis responds. 
 “I have a lot of boots,” the man says. 
 Luis looks at the boots. There are brown boots, red boots, blue boots, pink boots, 
and purple boots. Luis likes the purple boots because purple is Sally’s favorite color. 
 “How much are the purple boots?” Luis asks the man. 
 “They cost $259 (two-hundred fifty-nine dollars), sir,” the man answers. 
 Luis is surprised. The boots cost a lot of money. Luis doesn’t have enough money 
and he doesn’t have his credit card. Luis needs to go to the bank. 
 Luis gets in his truck. Luis goes to the bank in his old truck. The bank has a lot of 
money services. The bank cashes checks, sends money to other people, and gives 
loans. It is also possible to take money out of an account. 
 Luis enters the bank. In the bank, Luis sees a woman. She is tall and dark. The 
woman works in the bank. 
 “Hello, how my I help you?” she says. 
 “I need money,” Luis answers. 
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 “I have money,” the woman says. Luis gives his bank account information to the 
woman and the woman looks at Luis’s money on the computer. Luis has enough 
money in the bank. 
 “How much money do you need?” the woman asks. 
 “I need $259 (two-hundred fifty-nine dollars), please,” Luis answers. 
 The woman counts out $259 (two-hundred fifty-nine dollars) and gives it to Luis. Luis 
takes the money and says, “Thank you.” 
 “You’re welcome,” the woman responds. 
 Luis runs to his truck. Now he has the money and he needs to return to the shoe 
store to buy the purple boots. Luis goes to the shoe store in his old truck. 
 After five minutes, the truck stops. It stops in the middle of the street! Luis looks at the 
controls and sees the problem. The truck is out of gas! Now Luis has two problems: he 
needs to buy the boots for Sally, but he also needs to buy gas for his truck. 
 Luis pushes the truck to the gas station. Luis decides that he needs gas more than 
boots. In the gas station, Luis sees a man. The man is skinny and of average height. The 
man works in the gas station. 
 “Hello, sir. How may I help you?” the man asks Luis. 
 “I need gas,” Luis answers. 
 “I have gas,” the man says. The man fills the truck’s tank. The truck uses a lot of gas. 
When he is done, Luis asks, “How much is it?” 
 “$65 (Sixty-five dollars),” the man answers. 
 Luis counts $65 (sixty-five dollars) from the money he got at the bank. Luis is sad. 
Now he doesn’t have enough money for the purple boots for Sally and he doesn’t 
have time to return to the bank. Luis decides to go to the shoe store. Maybe there are 
other boots that cost less money. 
 “Hello! Are you going to buy the purple boots?” the man who works in the shoe 
store says when Luis enters. 
 “I don’t have enough money for the purple boots,” Luis answers. Luis counts his 
money. He originally had $259. The gasoline cost $65. So Luis now has $194 (one 
hundred ninety-four dollars). 
 “Do you have boots that cost $194?” Luis asks. 
 The man looks at the boots. The red boots are only $194! So Luis buys the red boots 
for Sally. 
 Luis prepares a fantastic night for Sally. Luis likes Sally a lot. Luis wants to go to an 
elegant restaurant and he wants to give the boots to Sally in a romantic moment. 
Then, he wants to walk with Sally in the ranch. 
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 Luis goes to Sally’s house in his old truck. Sally lives in an enormous house in the city. 
In the truck Luis talks a lot. Sally doesn’t say anything. Sally just listens. 
 In the elegant restaurant, Luis eats steak and potatoes. Sally eats a salad with 
chicken. Luis talks a lot. Sally doesn’t say anything. Sally just eats and listens. 
 After eating, Luis prepares a romantic moment. He wants everything to be perfect 
when he gives Sally the boots. Luis looks at Sally and says, “Sally, I think you are 
fantastic. I want to spend more time with you. I want to walk a lot in the ranch with 
you, so I bought you these boots.” 
 Luis passes the boots to Sally. Sally doesn’t accept the boots. She looks at the boots 
with disgust. Finally Sally speaks. 
 “Luis, I don’t like ranches, I don’t like boots, I don’t like walking in animal poop, I 
don’t like your old truck, and I don’t like the color red. Good-bye.”  
 Luis is very surprised and sad. Sally takes a taxi to her house and Luis walks to his 
truck alone. When he is walking, Luis has an idea. 
 Luis decides to visit the house of one of Sally’s friends. Luis goes to Hilda’s house. 
Hilda is very nice. She lives on a ranch too. She doesn’t have problems with animal 
poop or old trucks. Luis knocks on the door and looks at Hilda. 
 Hilda opens the door and Luis says, “Hello, Hilda. I bought you some boots!” 
 “I love red!” Hilda says with a smile. “Do you want to walk on he ranch with me?”
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